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modern	day	Germanic	languages1.		Pintzuk	(1991)	expresses	the	differences	in	word	order	by	presenting	various	phrase	structures,	two	of	which	I	have	condensed	to	(1)	and	(2),	where	the	finite	verb	is	in	final	position	and	in	medial	position,	respectively.	(1)	 …ðeah									hit	ær					upahæfen	wære		 …although	it	before	up-raised	was	(2)	 …þæt	he	ahof	upp	þa	earcan		 …that	he	lifted	up	the	chest		(both	adapted	from	Pintzuk,	1991,	p.	50-51)	Pintzuk	(1991)	and	Kroch	and	Taylor	(1994)	mention	that	English	shifted	from	the	verb	final	structure	of	(1)	to	a	preference	for	the	medial	position	of	(2)	by	the	end	of	Old	English.		Verb	movement	in	Old	English	varied	from	that	of	Modern	English	because	OE	was	a	V2	language.		Some	structures	that	implement	a	typical	V2	language	word	order	are:	wh-questions,	sentences	that	begin	with	þa	and	þonne2,	sentences	with	“preposed	negated	and	subjunctive	verbs,	and	certain	verb-initial	sentence	types”	(p.	53).		For	this	thesis,	it	is	important	to	understand	that	in	Old	English	verb	movement	behaved	as	other	modern	V2	languages	still	do.		In	other	words,	verbs	had	to	have	moved	to	the	T-head	position	in	order	to	further	move	to	the	higher	C-head	position.		I	now	further	examine	verb	movement	change	throughout	Middle	English	and	Early	Modern	English.																																																									1	For	the	purposes	of	this	chapter,	I	follow	the	historical	time	periods	outlined	by	Roberts	(1993:	332).		In	other	words,	Old	English	(OE)	is	pre-1066,	Middle	English	(ME)	is	from	1066	to	1520,	and	Early	Modern	English	(ENE)	is	from	1520	to	1650.		Any	examples	from	1650	to	the	present	are	considered	Modern	English	(spelled	out	in	this	thesis).		I	provide	glosses	for	the	historical	English	examples	and	also	translations	for	the	Old	English	examples,	when	necessary.		2	Kroch	and	Taylor	(1994:53)	clarifies	that	this	is	relevant	“when	they	are	equivalent	to	Modern	English	‘then’”.	
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2.2.3	 Do-Support	and	Loss	of	Agreement	Throughout	the	15th,	16th,	and	part	of	the	17th,	the	decline	of	main	verb	movement	and	the	frequency	of	do-insertion	in	the	T-head	varied	and	co-occurred.		It	seems	reasonable	at	first	to	assume	the	lack	of	main	verb	movement	triggers	the	need	for	do-support	and	vice	versa.		Chomsky	(1957)	states	that	do-support	is	required	in	“a	negated	or	inverted	[T]	just	where	no	other	auxiliary	is	present”	(in	Roberts,	1993,	p.	240).		However,	during	the	15th	to	the	early	part	of	the	17th	century,	English	was	evolving;	therefore,	there	were	cases	where	main	verbs	were	not	moving	to	a	higher	position,	and	there	was	no	evidence	of	do-support	either.		In	(6)	and	(7),	I	illustrate	these	cases,	as	mentioned	in	Roberts	(1993:	252).	(6)	 	y	so	not	presuppose			 “I	so	not	presuppose”		(c1448:	Richard	Holland	The	Buke	of	the	Howlat,	7;	Gray	1985:	152)	(7)	 Safe	on	this	ground	we	not	fear	today	to	tempt	your	laughter	by	our	rustic	play	(1637:	Ben	Jonson	Sad	Shepherd,	Prologue	37;	in	Kroch	1989)	Middle	English	and	Early	Modern	English	evidently	continued	to	shift	in	terms	of	the	restrictions	on	verb	movement	and	do-support.		However,	as	I	mentioned	above,	
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Chomsky	(1989;	1957)	proposes	that	in	Modern	English	we	see	the	following	rule	in	(8).		 (8)	 He	left		 	 (Obligatory	Affix-hopping)		 	 He	didn’t	leave	 (Obligatory	do-insertion)	Did	he	leave?	 	 	
	 	 *He	not	left	 	 (Illicit	Affix-Hopping)	In	other	words,	Modern	English	needs	do	in	the	T-head	when	there	is	no	auxiliary	in	the	clause;	therefore,	this	“dummy	verb	do”	is	acting	as	an	auxiliary	in	the	presence	of	negation	(not	or	n’t)	and	wh-questions	(Roberts,	1993,	p.	240).		The	question	of	where	this	do	came	from	is	debated3,	but	I	will	leave	this	issue	alone	at	this	time.		Rather,	I	now	turn	the	focus	to	issues	of	agreement	in	English	as	a	means	of	discussing	verb	movement.		 In	terms	of	morphological	agreement,	which	was	briefly	discussed	in	section	2.2.2,	English	has	lost	much	of	its	inflectional	endings.		Mossé	(1968)	provides	a	paradigm	of	the	present	tense	for	weak	verbs	in	ME	(in	Roberts,	1993,	p.	256),	which	I	reiterate	in	(9).		 (9)	 1sg:	 	 singe	
	 	 2sg:	 	 singest		 	 3sg:	 	 singeth	(south)/singes	(north)		 	 1,2,3pl:	 singen	(midland)/singeth	(south)/singes	(north)	Clearly,	Middle	English	had	morphological	endings	for	every	person	in	the	singular,	as	well	as	some	geographical	differences	in	these	endings.		Gray	(1985)	further	shows	how	this	paradigm	shifted	in	a	century,	in	(10)	(in	Roberts,	1993,	p.	257).		 (10)	 1400	 	 1500																																																									3	Further	discussion	Ellegård,	1953;	Visser,	1963-73;	and	Denison,	1985.	
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	 	 cast(e)	 cast		 	 castest	 castest	
	 	 casteth	 casteth	
	 	 caste(n)	 cast(e)	
	 	 caste(n)	 cast(e)	





























3.2.2	 Morphological	Effects	on	Movement	Verb	movement	has	been	attributed	to	morphological	markings	on	the	verb	itself	(Biberauer	and	Roberts,	2010;	Vikner,	1995;	Ernst,	2002).		Biberauer	and	Roberts	(2010)	compile	a	simplified	typology	of	verb	movement	in	relation	to	morphological	markings	and	agreement	(in	Cyrino,	2013).		This	typology	supports	the	analysis	from	Chapter	2	on	loss	of	tense	agreement	and	verb	movement,	as	well.		I	have	reiterated	their	proposal	in	(5):	(5)		a) Rich	Tense,	Rich	Agreement:	V-to-T,	null	subjects	(cf.	Italian,	Greek,	Spanish…)	b) Rich	Tense,	Poor	Agreement:	V-to-T,	no	null	subjects	(cf.	French,	Middle	English…)	c) Poor	Tense,	Poor	Agreement:	no	V-to-T,	no	null	subjects	(cf.	Modern	English…)	d) Poor	Tense,	Rich	Agreement:	no	V-to-T,	null	subjects	(no	examples	represented)	 (adapted	from	Cyrino,	2013)	This	view	that	richness	of	morphology	determines	verb	movement	stems	from	syntacticians,	such	as	Pollock	(1989),	who	analyzed	why	we	see	auxiliaries	still	moving	in	Modern	English	and	French	but	not	main	verbs	in	English.		Comparing	
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4.1	 Introduction		 I	now	turn	my	focus	to	the	TP	layer	specifically	in	order	to	examine	the	issues	presented	above	on	word	order	in	terms	of	TP	adverb	placement	and	finite	auxiliary	movement.		The	aim	here	is	to	analyze	the	data	results	from	COCA	in	order	to	draw	conclusions	and	further	the	discussion	on	auxiliary	verb	movement.		Moreover,	I	attempt	to	uncover	any	frequency	trends	in	auxiliary-adverb	order	based	on	the	theories	presented	in	Chapter	3,	i.e.	Cinque	(1999),	Pollock	(1997;	1989),	Ernst	(2002),	etc.		In	doing	so,	I	hope	to	explain	where	the	T-head	position	would	be	in	the	clause	structure,	and	whether	or	not	speakers	of	English	prefer	the	TP	adverbs	in	pre-	or	post-auxiliary	positions.				 This	chapter	is	organized	into	sections	by	the	TP	adverb	being	analyzed.		First,	I	reiterate	the	methodological	approach	to	this	research	and	discuss	the	corpus	being	analyzed.		Section	4.2	discusses	these	adverbs	in	relation	to	all	the	forms	of	auxiliary	verb	HAVE.		Following	this	analysis,	section	4.3	explores	the	same	adverbs	while	focusing	on	all	the	finite	forms	of	auxiliary	verb	BE.		In	section	4.4,	I	analyze	the	statistical	data	collectively,	and	I	provide	my	preferred	representation	of	adverb	positioning	based	on	the	Butler	(2003)	and	van	Gelderen	(2013)	model	in	section	4.5.	
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		 Originally	thought	to	be	“floating”	to	the	right	to	various	positions	in	the	TP	layer,	the	quantifier	is	now	viewed	as	being	“stranded”	in	the	QP	as	the	DP	moves	up	to	SpecTP	(van	Gelderen,	2013,	p.	14).		This	idea	provides	support	for	the	VP-internal	subject	hypothesis	and	allows	us	to	see	where	exactly	the	QP	originates.		However,	because	the	quantifier	can	also	move	up	in	the	TP	layer,	the	main	issue	here	is	where	all	of	these	TP	elements—i.e.	adverbs,	auxiliaries,	negation,	and	quantifiers—are	capable	of	landing	in	a	minimalist	tree	structure.		 Since	Kayne	(1975)	and	Pollock	(1989),	the	comparison	between	floating	quantifiers	(FQs)	and	adverb	positions	in	the	TP	layer	has	been	analyzed.		Bobaljik	(2001)	states	that	FQs	occupy	adverb	positions	due	to	the	fact	that	in	Modern	English	we	can	say	sentences,	as	in	(7),	where	the	FQ	can	be	positioned	throughout	the	other	TP	layer	elements.		 (7)	 The	dogs	{all}	would	{all}	have	{all}	been	{all}	chasing	the	cats.	Bobaljik	(2001)	draws	the	connection	to	adverb	placement	by	comparing	it	to	examples	from	Pollock	(1989),	which	I	have	restated	in	(8).		 (8)	 a.	 My	friends	all/probably	will	leave.		 	 b.	 *Les	enfants	tous/bientôt	vont	partir.	(Pollock,	1989,	p.	368)	
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6.1	 Chapter	Conclusions		 Throughout	this	thesis,	I	focused	on	developing	a	more	nuanced	understanding	of	auxiliary	verb	movement	in	Modern	English	by	examining	spoken	corpus	data	and	the	placement	of	other	TP-layer	projections.		In	Chapter	1,	I	posed	four	research	questions	in	order	to	build	on	limited	discussion	from	the	prior	literature.		These	questions	asked	whether	auxiliary	verb	movement	was	still	occurring,	how	were	we	able	to	know	based	on	other	elements	of	the	TP-layer,	and	did	richness	of	morphology	and	inflection	provide	any	further	support.		I	attempted	to	address	and	answer	these	questions	throughout	the	chapters	of	this	thesis.		 In	Chapter	2,	I	presented	a	comparative	analysis	of	verb	movement	in	English	diachronically,	while	discussing	issues	of	agreement	loss.		The	purpose	of	this	chapter	was	to	illustrate	the	issues	concerning	loss	of	morphological	markings	and	agreement	in	English	simultaneously	with	the	loss	of	main	verb	movement.		In	doing	so,	I	would	allude	to	the	historical	developments	of	English	verbs	and	use	this	information	to	address	why	auxiliaries	in	Modern	English	have	different	constraints	compared	to	main	verbs.		 In	Chapter	3,	I	explored	the	different	theories	surrounding	head	movement,	specifically	verb	movement,	and	adverb	placement	in	the	TP-layer.		The	two	major	frameworks	were	Cinque	(1999)	and	Ernst	(2002),	however	others	were	referenced	throughout	the	literature	review,	as	well.		The	overall	aim	of	this	chapter	was	to	
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6.2	 Contributions	to	Syntax		 Although	I	favor	a	Minimalist	structure,	there	were	attractive	notions	mentioned	throughout	the	Cartographic	research	in	terms	of	adverbs	and	negation.		For	example,	the	use	of	base-generated	adverbs	and	multiple	positions	for	NegP	became	useful	to	my	analysis.		I	found	that	there	was	some	common	ground	between	the	Minimalist	and	Cartographic;	thus,	I	was	able	to	find	a	way	to	effectively	implement	a	synthesis	of	the	prior	literature.				 This	thesis	aimed	to	fill	a	gap	in	the	literature	concerning	auxiliary	verb	movement	in	Modern	English.		In	doing	so,	I	was	able	to	reconstruct	a	tree	structure	that	was	able	to	illustrate	this	movement	in	relation	to	other	TP-layer	elements.		The	prior	discussion	on	negation	and	floating	quantifiers	with	auxiliary	movement	in	English	was	lacking	in	depth.		The	data	from	COCA	on	negation,	auxiliaries,	and	adverbs	helped	to	determine	an	appropriate	position	for	the	NegP	within	the	TP-layer	that	could	account	for	auxiliary	verb	movement.		Although	I	do	not	claim	to	have	completely	answered	all	of	the	under	addressed	issues,	I	hope	to	have	at	least	illuminated	the	issues	and	challenged	the	discussion.	
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6.3	 Limitations	and	Suggestions	for	Future	Research		 As	for	some	of	this	thesis’s	limitations,	I	was	only	able	to	utilize	one	corpus’s	data.		Although	I	was	able	to	obtain	a	lot	of	data	and	answer	some	of	my	questions,	I	do	believe	that	examining	other	corpora	as	well	would	further	enrich	some	of	the	claims	made.		A	thorough	analysis	of	floating	quantifiers	would	also	be	beneficial	in	determining	the	grammaticality	of	the	QP	being	moved	to	a	position	between	the	T-head	and	the	MP;	however,	through	COCA’s	data,	I	was	unable	to	fully	determine	these	issues.		 This	thesis	only	begins	to	offer	some	analyses	of	auxiliary	verb	movement.		As	I	mentioned	throughout	this	thesis,	there	are	many	areas	that	are	left	under	addressed.		Some	of	these	issues	involve	features	on	adverbs	and	whether	or	not	it	is	valid	to	the	claim	that	there	is	an	EPP-like	feature	in	the	T-head	that	attracts	auxiliaries	in	English.		In	other	words,	since	I	simply	present	evidence	of	the	favorability	of	auxiliary	movement,	the	next	issue	to	be	analyzed	is	answering	the	question	of	why	the	movement	occurs.	In	terms	of	the	NegP,	it	is	worth	furthering	the	analysis	to	determine	if	there	are	multiple	NegPs	throughout	the	TP-layer—e.g.	one	below	the	T-head	and	one	below	the	MP.		I	am	still	interested	in	auxiliary	verb	movement	and	negation	and	would	like	to	continue	to	analyze	these	projections	in	future	research,	as	well.		Clearly,	the	TP-layer	has	a	lot	to	offer,	and	the	interaction	of	these	projections	is	one	area	that	can	reveal	a	lot	about	a	language,	as	well	as	connect	it	in	various	ways	cross-linguistically.	
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